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BACKGROUND: While several severity of illness scoring
systems have been shown to predict death in hospitalized
adult patients, there is limited experience with (1) the
implementation of early warning systems in the electronic
medical record (EMR) and (2) optimal integration into the
workflow of healthcare providers. The Electronic Cardiac
Arrest Risk Triage (eCART) tool is an aggregate weighted
multi-component early warning score that predicts inpatient cardiac arrest, unexpected transfer to the ICU or
death.

AIM: We describe our experience implementing eCART
by widely disseminating scores among physicians, nurses,
and non-physician providers in our 4-hospital health system.
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METHODS:
(1) Hourly eCART scores were continuously calculated in
the EMR for all inpatient admissions.
(2) In the 10-month Baseline Period, HCPs were blinded to
the scores. During this time:
i. eCART was re-validated to confirm performance with
previously published data.
ii. Actionable thresholds were established:
- Scores >95%-tile were considered high-risk (Red)
prompting an evaluation for ICU transfer (Panel 1)
- Scores from 85-95th%-tile were considered
intermediate risk (Yellow) prompting more frequent
vital signs & checking lactic acid (Panel 2)
- Scores <85%-tile were low risk (Green) prompting no
specific action.

(3) eCART was implemented at a single site during a 2month pilot period to test workflows. This was then
implemented in the remaining 3 hospitals
Nursing
i. Nurses were encouraged to validate all electronically
obtain vital signs as soon as possible.
ii. eCART scores were reviewed every shift by the
nursing bed coordinators for the hospital.
iii. Patients on the wards with yellow or red scores were
reviewed during daily multi-disciplinary safety huddles
conducted by the unit nurse manager.
Physicians and non-physician providers (NPPs)
i. Educational sessions were conducted for high-utilizer
groups including hospitalists, residents, intensivists
and general surgeons.

(4) During the 10-month Intervention Period, scores were
displayed on the assignment lists of all physicians,
NPPs and nurses. (Panel 3) Additionally each patient
chart had a graphic display of scores over time with a
table showing the constitutive vital signs and lab values
that contributed to each score. (Panel 4)
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RESULTS: Red Scores
(1) Compared with the Baseline Period, significantly more patients in
the Intervention Period with a new red eCART scores were transferred
to the ICU. Χ2<0.0001
Max Score Red (n)
1st Red Transferred to ICU
% Transferred

Baseline Intervention
1,792
1,648
191

398

10.7%

24.2%

Yellow Scores
(1) The number of patients without any repeat vital signs after any
yellow score decreased from 35% to 21%. Χ2<0.001
(2) Blood draws for lactic acid increased from 60 to 69%.
CONCLUSIONS:
(1) Prompt validation of electronically recorded vital signs by
nurses was important in improving the performance of the
system.
(2) Widespread dissemination of clinical risk scores among all
HCPs created a “objective language of risk” that was rapidly
accepted by nurses.
(3) Physicians were reluctant to accept an eCART threshold that
mandated ICU transfer for their current ward patients (the
original workflow), opting instead to continued treatment on
the wards for potentially reversible causes.
(3) Physicians were more willing to accept ICU, instead of ward
admission, for new patients admitted from the emergency
department with a red score.
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